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Why Survive?
The Good In
Growing Old
By DAN BLAZER

A merica is growing older. Each year the average
llage of its inhabitants creeps up. Each of us is
growing older, yet we frequently desire to escape that
reality. Our youth oriented culture blinds us to realities of our o\ryn aging and the finitude of life. Can
there be any good for us in later life?
Old age in modern Western society is a biological
artifact. Non-human primafes living in the wild do
not experience the carefree existence depicted in

movies such as Born Free. Anthropologists have
noted that primates living in the jungles of Africa
have a life expectancy of only one-half that of the
same animals in captivity. Life expectancy for human
beings in hunting and gathering societies was rarely,
if ever, greater than forty years. Generic man loses his
capacity to reproduce, procure food and protect himself very early in such societies.
Yet with the development of agrarian societies and

finally industrial societies, the life expectancy

has

foundation for people who face the end of life."
Many would take issue with this statement, for there
is no strong evidence that older persons change their
attitudes or increase their religious activities with
aging. Erdman Palmore and I, in studies at the Duke
University Center for the Study of Aging and Human
Development, have found that religious attitudes are
virtually unchanged with aging and religious activities in fact decrease after the age of seventy-five.
Unfortunately, these studies record only the actual,
not the potential for spiritual growth and activity in
late life. Not only does the church have an opportunity for evangelism among the elderly, but older persons may be uniquely equipped to experience certain
aspects of spiritual growth and development.
Erik Erikson suggests that the final stage of growth

is the attainment of integrity. Late life is a time for
sorting through, cataloguing, and filing the
experiences of the life cycle. Paul no doubt was inte-

the later years?
Mathiasen has noted that religion is the "key to a
happy life in old age...[for] man is essentially a spiritual being....A sense of the all-encompassing love of
God is the basic emotional security and firm spiritual

grating his life when he wrote Timothy, "I have
fought the good fight, I have finished the race, I have
kept the faith. Henceforth there is laid up for me the
crown of righteousness..." (II Timothy 4:7, 8). The
apostle is careful to avoid stating that he has always
been victorious, but concentrates instead on his accomplishments and his reward. Yet how often are we
willing to allow our older friends and relatives to reminisce and ramble about the past? We become
bored. We fidget, fumble, and finally excuse ourselves or divert the conversation to our own interests. At other times we are so interested in keeping
the older person active that we interfere with this im-

Dan Blazer is Associate P¡ofesso¡ of Psychiatry and Associate Director for
Programs in the Center for the Study of Aging and Human Development at
the Duke University Medical Center.

portant integrating process:
Preserve me from the occupational therapist, God,
She means well, but I am too busy to make baskets

increased dramatically. T'hough it is doubtful that the

absolute life expectancy of humans will go much
more than twenty to thirty years beyond the biblical
three score and ten, more and more individuals are
reaching retirement age and can expect to live fifteen,

twenty or even thirty years beyond retirement. Why
has God granted us these extra years on the earth?
What is the secret to a happy and productive life in

MIS:iION ,IOUIINAI,

...She wants fo know what I used to do

Knit? Crochet?
Yes, I did all those things,...l need time to think

about them,

At the time there wasn't time.
I need to sort them out.

(From: "Occupational Therapy," in Green
Lllinter: Celebrqtions of Old ASe, Elise
Maclay, 1977 , pp. 46-48.)
I still remember the last line of a poem required for
memory in high school. "I am the master of my fate
and the captain of my soul" ("lnvictus"). Independence is greatly valued by each of us. Our freedom of
choice and freedom from the helplessness of childhood is central to the American dream. No wonder
we have difficulty in receiving: receiving the grace of
God or receiving the help of our friends. But the reality
of our lives from birth to death is that we are social
creatures who are dependent upon each other. Our
recognition of needs from others highlights the spiritual reality of our need for Cod. "My soul thirsts for
God, the Living God" (Ps. 42:2).
Late life is frequently punctuated by loss of physical, psychological and economic functioning. The
most satisfied and productive of all elderly are those
who can receive as well as give.
I don't know what's going to happen

And I'm afraid.
I might fall and break my hip and never walk again
I might become senile and be a burden to
everyone...

If the present is difficult, help me cope with it
If it is painful, help me bear it
. . . Most

of all help me live it.

(From: "l Don't Know What's Going to
Happen," in Green Winter: Celebrøtions of
Old Age, p. 69.)

Mao Tse Tung exhorted the Chinese to "seize the
day, seize the hour." Yet we are so accustomed to
opportunities in the future that the prospect of a
limited future, as experienced by older persons, becomes very discouraging. Looking back can be a very
negative experience. Buying that corner house in the
middle of town could have changed one's economic
fortunes elramatically. Time wasted in work or play
could have been spent with the child who died early.
Even in the last years, however, God grants us the
fortune of a new day every day:
Oh God, I am disgusted with my life,
Some people seem to do everything right.

I did everything wrong..
But my life's used up.
Practically. Actually, I am still here,
"

More or less in one piece,...imagining you saying,
4

"Here's

a day

Want to make something of it?"
Okay, God, I get the message.

(From: "I'm Disgusted with my Life," in
Green Winter: Celebrations of Old Age, p.74.)

Not only can we make something of each day given
to us, but we can also experience what God has made
for us. "This is the day which the Lord has made; let
us rejoice and be glad in it" (Ps. I l8:24). The necessity of planning for years in the future is wrested
from the weary shoulders of the older person.
Responsibilities are largely past. Time, that most elusive commodity in adulthood, is granted to the older

person. Finally, one can "stop and smell the
flowers.

"

The problems of twentieth century Western civilization are not only external but also internal.
Christopher Lash, a wetl-known historian, has sug-

in The Culture of Narcissism, that one of the
greatest difficulties facing the present generation is a
self-centered orientation to life and an unquenchable
ego. Vanity and pride separate us from those around
us, plague us with unmeetable needs and distract us
from the satisfactions of life. Late life may be a time
when we can escape from these shackles of pride and
attend to other matters:
gested

I used to hate it so
When a new wrinkle appeared,
Creasing my forehead,
Dragging down my mouth,

Marring my cheek...
But lately, for almost ayear, maybe,
Looking in a mirror hasn't been such

a shock,..
For everything there is a season.
Old age is not the season for vanity.
Primping took a lot of time.
If you have freed me from it, you must mean

for me
To spend my time on
More appropriate business.

(From; "Vanity," inGreen Winter: Celebrutions oÍ Old Age, pp.25-26.)
In summary, late life is a season when there can be
escape. Escape from the confines of one's only personality, eseape from the burden of the future, escape from the sense of responsibility for self and
others to the degree that responsibility dominates
one's life. The later years leave the older adult relatively conflict free. Certainly, many older adults do
not realize the potential for freedom inherent in their
retirement years" Burclens sueh as physieal illness,
financial hardships, disappointments in children and
grandchildren, and loss of friends and relatives can
Ieave one clrainecl, sacldened and defeatecl. Yet

T..EBRUARY, 198]

through the disappointments and burdens of aging,
hope exists for spiritual growth and fulfillment that is
often not possible earlier in life:
Night and your stars
Spread out over me...
Somewhere people are sitting around a fire
And I am out here alone,
Once I'd have worried that idea like
A dog with a bone
Till I was overcome with sadness.

Now so many waves of yearning have already

washed over me,
I am unmoved...
So many matters I used to agonize over
Don't matter any more,
Getting ahead, being invited...
It's too late for all that now,
Too late to do much more
Than be out here under the stars

Talking to You,
Friendly and peaceful.

(From: "Night and Your Stars,"

Green

Winter: Celebrations of OM Age, p. 134.)

/ffi\

Living Art
Editor's Note: In the preceding article, Dan Blazer writes thst in late life, "responsibilities are lorgely pasl.
Time, that most elusive commodity in adullhood, is granted to the older person. Finally, one con 'stop and
smell theflowers.' " In this short essay, an older Christisn does jusf that. Rosslee Hughes resides in Abilene,
Texos, and attends the University Church

of Christ.

By ROSALEE K. HUGHES

Ä s I contemplate events of lives past and present,
,fL l see, hear, and perceive music, color, form, and

and who continues to shape us into his image

perspective-a great symphony of sights and sounds.

tones have been tuned to perfect harmony with all the
other discordant tones.
This art form is not one, but many. It is like the
roar of the ocean, the calm of a blue sky on a summer
day, a mountain topped with snow, a field of flowers
of many colors, the glory of a sunrise against a still
dark horizon, the red and gold of a sunset after a rain
blended together into oneness.
-all
How can this be? I cannot tell. But there it is.
It is the sound of little children at play, the talk of
the elderly who recall trials past and present and who
hope for the future. It is the talk of wives and husbands as they gather around the table for companionship. Beautiful mountains of encouragement
grow there from this mutual sharing of lives at home,
of struggles, of failures and successes.
It is prayers of families at their breakfast tables or
before time for bed. It is the prayers at church, and
the prayers of my own heart as I sit alone in the
peaceful twilight of my life.
All this living art comes together to form one great
masterpiece, the work of the Artist of all.
/ilffi\

People make many harmonious accents, diminuendoes, and crescendoes, all coming together to make
one great painting and one great orchestra, the music

and the painting seeming to belong together, embellished with laughter, joy, and tears-tears of
sorrow and tears of happiness and joy. I see acts of
kindness and compassion; I hear words of encouragement, gratitude, and words of hope.
Oh, there are many unpleasant sounds and sights
that make only ugliness, noise, a blight on society. I
leave those kinds of things for younger people to do
something about. But I am old and so claim a special
privilege. I choose to ignore the painful and to sort
out those people, places, and sounds that harmonize
into one glorious picture of beauty and triumph.
The people of whom I think at this particular time
are, for the most part, known only by a few, relatively speaking. They are people with many human
weaknesses and frailties, both physical and spiritual.
But from those very weaknesses I have seen beautiful
lives carved by the Rock of whom we all were born

one degree

"from

of glory to another." The discordant

ON GOING IIOMË
By NANCY MYBRS

l\ ¡l V rnother's always asking us to come home and
IVI see them, but somehow we don't go much anymore. It's only an hour's drive away, but we're busy.
I work at home and at college and I'm raising two
teenagers.

But when I really look at it, I know that's not the
only reason. The distance from home is more than
miles. Sometimes there's not too much to talk about.
Teenagels are not the only ones who suffer the generation gap. My parents and I don't share all the same
views anymore. Vy'e have to avoid those topics of
conversation that used to come naturally for us. Now
we talk mostly about our common interest, my

sticks everywhere and bright healthy plants. Home.
My glance caught the newly framed portraits over the
TV set: my brothers and my sister and I, smiling
down from the innocence of our college yearbook
photos. Family. The grandfather clock struck softly,
its slow tick the very symbol of the passing of time,

its majestic heaviness the essence ol time standing
still. I went over to my mother's organ and began to
play, haltingly, recalling the notes from piano lessons

long forgotten. Hymns. The old verities, "Rock of
Ages," "Nobody Knows the Trouble I've Seen,"
"Praise God From Whom All Blessings Flow."
Instantly a peace came into me. Home. Why do ì

children.

never go home?

But a funny thing has happened. Now my children
don't share ruy viewpoint on some things anymore.

The dogs yelp, signalling my mother's return from
a funeral. The sparkling blue eyes light up as I embrace her. She used to be larger than l; now she feels
so slight in my arms. "Oh, hi, I'm so glad to see
youl" she cries. And she is. Nobody's been that glad
to see me in a long time, I think.
She goes into the kitchen, and I go back to the
organ. "H.y, you can still play," she calls from the
kitchen. I hear slow, measured steps coming down
the hall, for my father is a heavy man and he's

Tlris puts them at a double remove from my parents.
So when they ask about the kids, I change the subject.
I try to protect my parents from our various
problems, I don't want them to keep on worrying
into the second and third gener ations. And when you
are protecting people, sometimes the conversation
gets pretty superficial.
So I don't go home much anymore.
But one day, with the autumn leaves swirling and

the November sun shining with that peculiar light
that evokes both cooi and melancholy and warm nostalgia, I got homesick. On an impulse, I jurnped into

the car and made the hour's drive witìrout even
callir-rg first. When I pulled up into the l'amiliar clriveway, I could see that they weren't home. But I knew
how to get in, so I entered the back door, greeted
their two yelping Snauzers, and walked down the hall
to the living room,
I am always amazed at my mother's touch. My
eyes filled with tears as I surveyed the beautiful
rooms, only recently restored after a fire. The gleaming mahogony antiques, the soft, inviting sofas, the
colorecl glass catching the afternoon light, candleNancy Mycrs tcaches English ancl l-lurnanities at Southcastern Oklahoma
State [Jniversity and livcs in Gainesville, Texas, She pleviously taugh( at
Harding Collr:ge irnd at thc tJnivcrsity ol Tcxas at Dâllas, T'his atlitlc tc¡t ri nt ed -/iont lft ¿¡ Gainesville ('I'x.), Daily Rcgistcr.
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seventy now. When he sees me on the organ bench his

face is wreathed in pleasure.

"Well, hi," he says.

"I

thought it was your aunt's car out there. But it's
yoLt." The delight is unmistakable. I can't remember
when he last greeted me like that. I have given them a
nice surprise.

I stay for dinner, absortring the tastes and smells of
mother's kitchen. As always, she hovers over us,
anxious to serve. The conversation is okay. I am old
enough now that I no longer subject them to my arrogance; they are old enough now that they no longer
seem to judge. They just love.
I leave bearing gifts: Motirer has given me pans to
replace the ones I lost in my last move, and she has
prornised to reline my old coat. Daci tells me [o dtive

carefully.
I puil out of the driveway, re-crcated.
Thank God for home.

Á{NW\
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RËCONCILIATION

By GARY CUMMINGS

f t was a cold March ol' 1970 that found me in the
I mounlains ol' wcstern Colorado. Near the small
town of Hotchkiss stood a little country Church of
Christ for which I was the local minister. Earlier that
day I had announced my resignation at the morning
worship. The war in Viet Nam had driven me to this
position, as I no longer believed that it was right for a

minister

to hide behind the shield of a

lV-D

dererment.

When I picked up the phone to call my father to
tell him I had volunteered for two years of alternative
service as a conscientious objector, I rather suspected
what his response would be. He was a retired major
from the Air Force and was proud of' his service in

World War II.
The number had been dialed and the phone was

ringing. My father finally answered. After a few
minutes of conversation, I told him the news. There
were several moments of silence before I heard the
words I never expected to hear: "You are no longer
my son."

I knew that my decision to be a C.O. would be
costly, but I never dreamed that it would cost me the
love of my father. I knew that he and I would never
agree about the war, but now the clisagreement had
turned to excruciating loneliness. All I wantecl was to
be loved in the coldness of that winter clay.
A month later, I loaded my Volkswagen and
moved to Abilene, Texas, to begin two years of alternative service at the Abilene State School, But I had
not been there long before I entered the hospital for

Cary Cummings is a graduate studenl in theology at Earlham School of
Religion, Richrnond, Indiana.

surgery.

Amazingly, the first person I saw when I came out
of anesthesia was my father. He stayed there for the
day and brought me ice-water'. All I wanted was for
him to tell me that he loved me and that I was still his
son.

V/hen I was laid off from the Abilene State School
due to my health, I looked for another alternative
service job in the Abilene area, but without success.
So I moved to Fort Worth, close to home, where I
finally found a position as counselol at a boys'
home, approved by Selective Service. It was good to
be home again and closer to lamily and old friencls.
But about that time, my lather began to feel weak
and tired. He went to the Carswell A.F.B. Hospital
for an exam, and was told that he was anemic. He
had always been an active man, but now he was
fatigued continually.
I came home from the night shift at tl"re boys' home
and saw my sister and mother sitting at the breakl'ast
table, waiting. 'Ihis was unusual for Sue, whose two
small children rarely allowed her to stop. She said
they were asleep in the bedroom. I asked where Dacl
was, but she could not answer. I got a cup ol'cofl'ee
and sat down.

Sue finally came out with it: "Daddy has leukemia." I rvas stunned and walked to the sink ancl
poured out the rest of the coffee. She said that Dad
was to be airlifted to Lackland Air Force Base in an
hour for special treatment. We all got in Dad's car
and dlove to the local hospital,
When we got there they were already wheeling Dad
to the ambulance. I had never seen my father scared

before.

Atl I could do was stand

there and yell,

Ìvl

l.\5lON .lOUl<NA I

"Daclclyl" As they closed the ambulance door, he
called out, "I'm dying!"
That alternoon l asked for a week off work to be
with nry lather. We drove to San Antonio in silence,
and when we got there we went ir.nmediately ¡o sss
Dad.

He was on the special cancer-leukemia ward, and
ol hands. We walked in and saw
him lying there with an oxygen mask over his face
and the l.V.'s flowing into his arm. When he saw us,
his lace lit up and we hugged him, I knew that he was
really afraicl . When I was finally alone with hirn, I
told him that I lovecl him and that I was sorly he was
sick. I-Ie told me he was trying to fight the disease
with experimental chemotherapy.
We stayed there a week, but had to return home
f'or a few days to attend to family business. And I
had to get an extended leave of absence from my job.
I wrote the Selective Service in Austin and told them
of Dad's condition. The leave was granted, and we
was in the very best

returned to the hospital on July 3.
Dad's lever had gone up sharply while we were

gone and was now hovering at 105 o, The special
chemotherapy was not proving effective, and Dad
was in a lot of pain. He and I sat by his window in the
ward and watched the fireworks exploding in the sky
during the evening of July 4. I dicl not know that this
would be our last Independence Day together. Somehow we felt close, and though I wanted him to take
back what he had lold me over the phone a year
earlier, I knew that now he could not find the words.
The next morning, the doctor told me that Dad's
situation was grave. When wc went in his room, Dad
insisted that we leave and go back to Ft. Worth. I
told him we wanted to stay. He became upset, and
Mother left the loom crying, I told him he shouldn't
be so hard on mother, and that'we were staying. He
warned me not to make him nrad as it would be bad
for his condition. I got up and walked out.

'lhat afternoon, when we went back to

Birds.
Then Dad said he had to go to the bathroom. Vy'e
stepped into the hallway. Suddenly, I heard him cry,
"Momrna, something's wrong!" I heard a crash and

the nedic ran in. The doctor ran in a few seconds
Iater. Somehow I knew. I turned to Barney and
Mother and told them Daddy was dead. The doctor
came oul a few rninutes later with a blank face and

said, "What can I say? He is gone. "
When I saw Dad lying there, I watched him as he
appeared to be only sleepir-rg. But when I bent down
and kissed him, the colduess of his cheek jolted me
back to leality. My instincts as a ministel came back
to me, and I repeaLed the twenty-third Psalm, told
him good-bye, and left the room. I knew I would
have to be strong. I kissed Mothel and comforted
hcr'. Barney was still there, and I thanked hirn for
coming to see Dad on the last day ol his life. I went
down t.he hall to the phone and callccl Sue. When she
answered, I said all I could say at thc f.ime: "Daddy is

gone. "
I was sad, but I also was at pcace . F'or I was certain
of my father's love .
/1ffitr\

AN IMPORTANT MESSAGE TO OUR READERS
Many of our readers have discovered that Mission Journal makes a wonderful
for discussion-type Bible classes and study groups.
So we are making special, six-months subscriptions available Ío groups of six
persons or more ct 85 per person.
The only stipulation: subscriptions must be submitted in a group list.
Or, if you want your group to sample the Journal .first, send us names and
sddresses oJ'class members, stipulating "semple, " end we will send a trial issue to
bøsis

each person.

Eilher way, you will.find //zøl Mission Journal cqn give.focus ctnd depth to
discussions and mutuql exp lorations.
Give it a try.

Dad's

room, he seemed in good spirits. Mother lelt for a
f'ew minutes to get a cup of coffee. We talked for a
while, and finally he blurted out, "You are right
about tl-ris war!" I told him that right then I didn't
care about that, and that I loved him. He began
crying and told me, "I am proud of you. You are rny
son, and I do love yout." The words. The words I had
longed to hear. All I could do was hug him. It seemed
as il a giant rock had been lifted from my back, and I
felt free and accepted.
Dad's old friend, Barney Haughen, was there from
Springtown to see him the next morning. They had
been friends for over thilty years, ever since their
time together in the service . I could tell that Dad was
happy as he and Barney talked of Jennys and Gooney

your
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PARENT/ch¡ld

"That night her conversation ønd complaining became for me a pleø for
understanding, an urgent request for forgiveness of her very mortølity. The
roles reversed und the child became the parent snd the pørent the dependent
one."
By MS. M.
he came out on the porch looking for me to tell
LJ me she was lonely. I rather dreaded her coming; I
knew what the conversation would be. I had heard it
for years: how unfeeling my dad was toward her,
how overly critical Aunt Bea was, how unconcerned I
was for her well-being.
I had heard it so many times in so many ways, and
no matter how the conversation began, it always
ended up with my feeling ashamed and blamed for
something, I didn't exactly know what. It was that
capacity, that overwhelming compulsion of hers for
seeking something or someone as the reason, the
source, the connection for the whole of life that always crept into her thinking and speech. It made her
interesting to new acquaintances but a deadly bore to

Q

those who knew her well.
But that night as I listened, something

I

fell away,

heard a fragile
human being tell me again that her life had not
turned out "the way it \ryas supposed to"; that she
was not so in control of things as she once thought
she was, that much time had elapsed, and the human
something different occurred and

condition was very tenuous.

That night her conversation and complaining became for me a plea for understanding, an urgent request for forgiveness of her very mortality. I saw the
rules of the mother-daughter games we had played

for so many years

change and the last shreds

of

parental omnipotence fade. The roles reversed and
the child became the parent and the parent the dependent one.

And so we went through the litany of Homer's
tricks, the renters next door, the garden, and little
Michael across the street. Then the talk got serious.
She began plaintively. "I feel so guilty."
"Why? What have you done?"
"Oh, nothing...I don't know. I just feel so alone.
Sometimes I wish someone would just touch me...I
just feel guilty."
Knowing how the weight of the past darkens the
present, I could not discern whether her guilt was due
to something new and immediate or if it were the
same old shadow that attached itself to her every act
and mood. I never perceived her without also perceiving those layers and layers of carefully guarded
anxiety which I knew festered in her soul: guilt she

t\.1
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¡;i; ¡;; Jirt.urtine the mother who failecl her; guilt
at having never converted her husband frorn his

worldly ways; guilt for the simple human errors of
everyday life. All of which were compounded by an
orthodoxy which made no claim to absolve stains or
exorcise demons, but, which rather gained its
strength from validating those very human inadequacies and weaknesses. But the habits of her guilt and
orthodoxy were old and necessary defences, and only

"I finally had cøst off the role of the tormented offspring of psychologícally ønd
physiologicølly divorced people, the child
who feels that she ís somehow responsible
for Mommy and Daddy not loving each
other. Thøt night I would try to listen obj ectively snd non-comm¡ttølly. "
became more so with the passing years. She was beyond the age of either challenging or questioning
either of them.
"l'm so lonely. I just wish I had somebody to talk
to. Your daddy never talks to me." And so we
talked. But this time I overcame my feelings of threat
and entrapment, and I tried to meet her demands that
I assuage her discomfort, even if only for a few
minutes, though I knew the relief would only be mo-

mentary.
I had noticed of late that she was given to much
brooding over what might have been: "If only your
But
If I had merely
daddy were
still, that in itself was not so unusual. The marriage
had never been a happy one, as far as I could see. She
-."
-. their mutual lack of understanding:
always mourned
they never communicated, he was bull-headed, she
carried more than her share of the load, etc., etc. I
got so tired of hearing it when I was a child that I determined never to take her side on the subject. How
many futile hours I spent defending my father to

her-and defending him to myself-damning her
privately for what I thought she had done to him-

and him for allowing her to do it.
Yet that night as I listened, I saw no need to comment or make any move to justify or defend or reconcile them either to myself or to each other, Their life

I no longer felt vitally involved or accountable for their choices of the past fifty years. I
finally had cast off the role of the tormented offspring of psychologically and physiologically divorced people, the child who feels that she is somehow responsible for Mommy and Daddy not loving
was their own,

each other. That night I would try to listen objectively and non-committally.
"When you dicln't come after I fell off the porch
and hurt my back, I thought I was going to have to
t0

go back to the hospital, you know your daddy
doesn't help me around the house a bit, I must have

taken those pain pills for two weeks. "
That was the prelude to a three-pronged attack: l)
I was at fault for not being there to comfort her; 2)
my dad was at fault for being either disinterested or
incapable of showing any interest in her; 3) she herself was at fault for falling off the porch in the first
place, and in the second place, for being so constructed as to need physical support and warmth of
human understanding. I offered no excuse or explanation for any of the implied imperfections.
"It seems all right now. "
"Well, you never know. It could go out on me anytime. Yesterday, I almost couldn't get out of the

bathtub-but I did."
With that pronouncement she gave notice that she
was still capable and a slice of guilt slipped off her
sore shoulder and slithered my way. What if I simply
side-stepped it as it slid up to me? Or, better yet,
stomped it soundly?
"Nobody knows how bad it is to be bunged up this

way. But you'll be old someday, then you'll know
what it's like. Can't get your dress zipped up, can't
get up in the attic. Awh, it doesn't matter. Nobody
cares anyhow. Kids sure don't take care of their folks
nowadays the way they used to.

"

"No, you're absolutely right. They sure don't."
At that, some lifelong expectation evaporated once
and for all. We both admitted within our inmost
selves that neither of us ever really pleased the other,
even when we honestly tried. So perhaps it was time
to cease trying, and cease at the same time our decades old tug-of-war over who should dominate and,
henceforth, meet on equal terms. (As I thought of the
twenty years experience she had always had above
and beyond mine-and of which she reminded me regularly-it struck me that those years which she had
worn like some magic talisman and used so effectively to win every argument with me, were turning
on her now and threatening to become an omen, a
device to maim, even kill her.) We further agreed,
wordlessly, that at last the maturity gap was closed
and that I rvn"s now full grown. With all due respect
for one another's integrity, we feigned ignorance as
strength changed sides and our relationship changed
as well.
She went on. "You remernber my telling you about

Myrna's mother?"

"Uh huh. She had breast cancer, didn't she?"
"Yes. Well, after she died, Rex married her sister.
Imagine! lr4arrying your ov/n sister-in-law."
"What does Myrna think of her dad marrying her
aunt?" I queried.
"Awh. . .it bothels her. Rex really doesn't know
what he's in i'or. Maureen is diabetic
and loo tat.

-
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She'll give him afime before it's over."

"I

gather you didn't approve

of the match,"

I

observed.

not. But he was ready to get
married. Men get that way, you know. That's for
"N-o-o...I

sure.

guess

"

And then, after a wistful pause, she began again,
softly. "You know, right after she died, Rex used to
come by here right regular for coffee and sometimes
he and Pap and I would go out to dinner together. He

I could talk about just anything. Oh, we'd swap
recipes and books and household hints. We had so
much in common."
She stopped again. I only listened to the silence
while I turned oven in my mind all that had gone beand

fore.

Then the silence broke. "He tried living with
Myrna awhile, but it just didn't work out. He needed
a wife. In fact, when your daddy was so sick last
year, he told me to marry Rex if he died in surgery. "

"What?"
"You remember when we went to Dallas just

it could not be...The reward which she was so sure
would come to the faithful and the steadfast had
been snatched away by one less worthy and she was

not only left without the plum with with an overlay
of culpability and self-contempt that gnawed at her
relentlessly. It was wrong. Physiologically, psychologically and morally it was all wrong. Impossible. It
could not be fitted into her scheme. Yet, there it was
and she had to have exoneration from someone. She
began by squeezing a measure of comfort from
Myrna's goodwill. Myrna was on her side. Myrna
understood.

"One night at the church ice cream social, I felt
somebody looking at me and I turned around and
Rex was staring at me. It was embarrassing, like I
was naked, and I caught my breath and I stared right
back at him and nearly spilled my ice cream. That
was just after Pap's second operation. I didn't see
Rex much after that. He was casting an eye at
Maureen by then," and her own eyes glistened with
tears.

"There was no liþtíme stretching out in
front of her ín whích to recoup her losses.
There was no pícking up the pìeces ønd

Her conflicts were as debilitating as those of any
adolescent experiencing the very same emotions:
hurt, humiliation, resentment at being jilted, and
feeling utterly impotent in the face of unfulfilled promises. But for her, in contrast to the sixteen year old,
there was no lifetime stretching out in front in which
to recoup her losses. There was no picking up the
pieces and starting again. The assurance and expectation and capacity for setting things straight had been
leeched out over the years. Resiliency is not the

størting øgain. The øssurance and expectatíon and capscíty for settíng things stra¡ght
had been leeched out over the years. ResiI

him."
"Ooh, yes. We could have been so happy together." There was an effort at resignation, but the
frustration had not yet fully subsided. To her cha-

even told Rex to marry me, too, and how much the
property was worth, and the insurance and everything," dejection creeping into her voice.

All the discipline, concealment and religion she had
practiced so regularly had not killed her biological
drives. All the ambiguities of sexuality and ambiva-

"So what happened?"
"Well your daddy didn't die and I didn't marry
P.ex. That's what happenedl"
A long pause. She was obviously distressed. I knew
nothing to say, but the guilt and touching and loneliness began to come into focus. A little frenzied, now,

lences

be-

fore Christmas and your dad had that second opera-

tion?"

t'
"Well, he was sure he was going to die and he told
me to marry Rex and get rid of the rent property. He
"Yes.

she went on.

"He married his sister-in-law and she's no good
for him! I know that! And it tears Myrna up to see
her Aunt Maureen using all her mother's things. Såe
told me I'd have been a lot better for her dad than

that

tart!"

it. She who kept her marriage vows so
dutifully*and cheerlessly*was demanding justice
So that was

and equality. She had been cheated by marrying too
young but the time had come to change all that...But

strong suit of the aged.
"You really wanted to marry

grin, her age had not proved a defense against desire.

of feeling that she had tried to deny by burying
them alive refused to die, The asexual nature that was
supposed

to arrive

sometime after

thirty did not

come, even with the social security check.
Vy'e sat awhile saying nothing. The motives and
feelings were too raw and complex to pursue further"

And then, at length, I tried to comfort her and tell
her she had done nothing wrong, that she was not a
bad person, that everything was O.K., that she had
no reason to feel guilty, But I don't think she was
listening. She was thinking that she had been betrayed: that age had brought to her not some hidden
wisdom or emancipation or serenity or fullness, but
the same old insecurities and chains and confusion,
merely clothed in different garb. This really wasn't
the way she had planned it at all.
Á{ffiffi
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back," cried the young girl as she raced

into rny hut. "Arap nii nur.ã.n. back."
Arap Bii is my uncle and the head of our extended
f'amily. He left here over two years ago to settle on a
llew farm in Masai. I wondered if he had changed as
much as I had during our separation. I went out to
greel him.

His stooped body braced by a walking

stick

appeared frail, bones distinctly visitrle through the
clry brown skin. The blanket draped over his naked
body was new but the old brass earrings still dangled
f'rom his pierced and stretched ear lobes.

"How are you, my son?" 'Ihe old man extended

his hand to me .
"l am fine, father." I took his hand as we stepped
over lo the shade of the fig tree and squatted down
on a log.
Uncle looked me right in the eye and whispered. "I

have come to see you about some problems we
share." He shuffled his bare feet in the dust. "l have
been sick ever since yollr mother's death last month.
My stomach and head have been eating me. The
sickness I can live with but I am afraid it is just a sign
of worse hardships that will come upon me and my
family. Your mother asked me many times for land
lor herself and you, her only child. I refused her. I
have come to you because you know her better than
anyone else. Do you think she could hold a grudge?
Will she trouble me the rest of my existence because I
refused her? " He turned away from me, trembling.
She definitely disliked her husband's brother. He
lailed to provide for us after father's death, when I
was only five years old. But did I dare tell the old
man? I must, I am a Christian, I will not deceive him.
"Uncle, I forgive you for not giving us a farm. In
lact we have made it just l'ine here on mother's
paLerrts' farm, But mother used to curse your name
for not helping us,"
His body convulsed as he moaned.
Our people, the Kipsigis of southwestern Kenya,
believe the spirits of the dead will visit evil on those
who have wronged them or their kindred. We say
"amecll tcngek," or, our sins will eat us. Sins are

will render the
¡runishment on us.
"l rlrust go see the witchdoctor," cried the old ma¡r
against people and their spirits

t2

in a soft voice. "He can tell me what I must do. I
should have been more kind to your mother. She will

destroy me. "

He was shaken and broken. I had to help him.
There was an escape. He did not have to give gleat
sums of money to the witchdoctor. He need not fear.
Oh, he might kill himself rather than face it, Others,
faced with the same situation, have gone that far. I
had to tell him about the way of escape.
"Respected father, there is hope. You know I
wasn't always appreciated by mother either. But I do
not fear her, Jesus Christ has washed me of my sins
and given me power to defeat all spirits, I know you
can't understand all I've said but let me explain, "
The old man stared at the women harvesting the
millet in the adjoining field. He did not speak but I
knew he was listening.

"Soon after you left here," I continued, "a

missionary came to the house of Arap Biwott, our
neighbor. I heald them singing and thought I'd go
take a look at the white man, He was white but he ate
our food and spoke our language. He talked about
our circumcision ceremonies, the sacrifices, and our
fear of death. At another meeting he spoke about
power, 'Jesus is a power stronger than all powers,' he
said. After two months of listenir-rg I was convicted

of my

powerlessness before the bite of my sins, I
accepted Jesus as my savior. I am no longer just Arap
Mabwai, the son the the ancestral shrine, but also
Daniel, the prophet of God. I feel protected and
blessed, Uncle. I want you to feel that way, too. "
Perhaps I, a young man, had said too much to an
elder, but I had to try.
The young girl brought us some "Kimiet" (a stiff
maizemeal porridge that we eat with our hands) and
clabbered milk. As I drank the milk it struck me how
clabbered milk served in enamelecl cups is a re-

presentation of the Kipsigis tribe today. The milk
used to be served in horns from our cattle. In the
same way our customs are being poured into a
rapidly changing world, and somehow they don't
work as well as before. 'Ihey don't seem as powerful.
The old men have turned to drink and a large number
are alcoholics. My peers have a problem deciding
whether to follow the customs of our fathers or the
new lifestyle we read about in school.

IIiB¡lUAllY,

"I will not break the circle." The old man's voice
startled me out of my daydream. I lifted the cup to
rny lips and listened. "I am the eldest member of the
clan. If I break with our traditions the wrath of the
dead will come upon our line. V/e will be powerless
before them."

"There is power available to defeat the spirits,
Uncle, Jesus has all power on earth and in the
heavens. I{e heals the sick, raises the dead from the
grave, and casts out evil spirits from the soul of
men. I have seen him strengthen men so they could
give up beer, put their lives back in order, and make a
contribution to bettering the lot of our people. I've
seen the barren, uncircumcised, and cursed live in
peace.

"

"What about my friends and relatives if I become
a Christian?" said the old man. "How would they
treat my family? Will they help me in the field if I
don't serve thern beer afterwards? Will my children
marry?"
Community support is important, You could
count on it in days past but even Uncle knows that
jealousy and deceit flourish among our people today.
The old values of honor, respect, and responsibility
are fading in the traditional society. But I must
be able to

approach him in a more positive way.

"The church here is a strong community," I
began, Iooking him in the eye. "They support me
with prayer, instruction, and toil, They beseech God
on my behalf in times of stress. They teach me all
they know about Cod and the way he works among
us . They e ven help me till, plant , and harvest . ' '
He took a pinch of snuff out of the wooden

container hanging around his neck and snorted it up
his nostrils.
"Besides, Uncle, Christians are not as outcast as
they used to be. I am sure that even in your village
many of the responsible and respected tribesmen are
Christians. Here, the head of the school committee
and the counselor are Christians. They were chosen
by the entire community. And you know Arap Moi,
the President, is a Christian."

As the sun

disappeared behind

the hills,

we

finished our meal and went into the hut. He sat on

I

sat on the floor. The fire
burning in the small pit in the center of my one room
hut felt good against the coolness of the evening. The
sweet smell of the freshly harvested millet in the attic
hung heavy in the room. The last of the eight goats
and a calf came in the door. I tied them up for the
night and sat back down. The cackling of the
chickens and the bleating of the goats were the only
sounds as Uncle sat thinking.
I dared to break the silence. "Even the traditions
of the tribe have some faults these days. There is no
sacrifice for sins. The biood of the goat is no longer

the small stool and

1981

spilt on the altar. The moral and ethical decline ol'
our people is a cat.astrophy of greater propoltiou
than the droughts and blights that drove us to the
altar years ago. Our sins will eat us upl"
He stared at the gourds hanging on the wall across
from him and rotated the walking stick in his hands
as he

listened.

"Jesus Christ the Son of God is the sacrifice for
our sins. He, a clean man, died to take away our sins.
Can't you see? I am not telling you to give up your
old ways but to choose a more potent and reclemptive
way. Only Jesus can save us. "
"This is all new to me," he said turning now to

look at me. "l did not know that the beliefs
concerning Jesus and the church were so
comprehensive . I always felt Christians stood naked

I'll need some time to
consider this further. "
He turned to look at the fire and then glanced back
at me again.
"But son, you must realize that if you are wrong
you will be dealt with very severely by the spirits of
the dead. They might even kill you. Death, one of the
most dreaded and feared experiences of our people,
and weak before the spirits.

might befall you."
''l am not afraid of death.

"

"Not afraid of death! You must not understand
that the dead live with other spirits in a place not
desired by anyone." He raised his voice pointing the
head of his walking stick at me.

"Christians are given ultimate joy and fulfillrrent
at death," I said. "We will sing praises to Jesus and
God. We will stay in a beaLrtiful and peaceful land
God has prepared for us. We will live there forever."
"Forever? Always? Don't you believe that you
will ultimately be reborn into another body and start
the cycle over again? You must have been taught thal.
during your seclusion after circumcision. "
"Yes, I've heard that. But Jesus has made it
possible for us to live forever. That is why it is so
important that we make the correct choices in this
life. "
The young girl brought us a cow skin. She spread it

on the flool and put a log under the width of one
end. After putting more wood on the fire she left,
closing the door behind her.
Uncle untied his blanket and spread it over himsell'
as he layed down on the skin. "If you are right," he
said, "there is a lot nore hope and power to life than
I ever thought possible. I never realized the blessings

Christians enjoy. I'll hear more in the morning, but
let's sleep now,"
As I put the back of my heaci down on the raised
part of the skin I prayeel;
"Father, help lJncle and our other tribesmen to

obeyyourword...."

tffi
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THE CONGREGATION
AS A HËARTH OF
REFLECTION:
The ldentity of the
Ch ristian Cong regation
ln An Urban Society

"The fearful thing about the secular transition is not primørily that our life is
becoming less religious, but that it is becoming less human. The capacities for
love, friendship, learning, creativity, family, meaningful work
- of much
thøt gives human life its distinctive dignity
are being diminished."

-

Editor's Note: This is the second in a series of four
qrlicles by Phil Johnson and Vic Hunter, deøling
with the life of the church in our western, urban
socielies.
By

PHILLIP JOHNSON

fI n his article entitled "The Context of Ulban
Discipleship," Vic Hunter has described the world
in which most of us are living out our Chlistian faith.

and present "success" make up the dowry. But it is
a bad match.
One may greet the collapse of the familiar religious

A central fact about that world is the collapse of the
Christian view of life. It is a secular world. Formillions, lile and thought are no longer organized

underpinnings with mixed emotions. For sensitive
Christians have never altogether identified a diffused
cultural religion with authentic Christian disciple-

around a central core of religious convictior.r.

ship. When God becomes â mere assumption, he will,
according to the prophets, withdraw himself. At the
same time, our churches have been buoyed up by the
religious assumption for years. The Restoration
Movement, like other American churches, has from
the start been a movement among believers. Our
churches have never faced large numbers of unbelievers, nor have our preachers converted the unbeliever. We ought to admit that this constitutes a
certain failure, since the renewal and unification of
believers was, in the clriginal restoration visir:n, a
means of confronting and converting the world. Today, that confrontation is forced upon us. Our familiar clientele is shrinking.
The fearful thing about the secular transition is not

Of course, the "context" of faith in Dallas or
Nashville is not identical to that in New York or
London. It may be that a residual religion will have
its effect on Southern society for years to come. But
there is cause for unease, The observer of American

society of over a hundred years ago, Alexis de
Tocqueville, described this nation as marked by the
conflict of an essentially religious spirit with an individualistic, self-seeking materialism. If that conflict
continues to haunt life in the American South today,
is there much doubt as to which is winning out? One
gets the disturbing impression that, far from recognizing their antithesis in materialism, many churches
have made a marriage of convenience. Wealth, ease,
14
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primarily that our life is becoming less religious, but
that it is becoming less human. The capacities for
Iove, friendship, learning, creativity, family, meaningful work-of much that gives human life its distinctive dignity-are being diminished. The churches
now face the task of being Christian in a very different atmosphere than did the churches a few generations ago. It is an awareness of this new atmosphere which guides my discussion of the identity of
the congregation. I do not aim at a universal definition. Rather, I am probing for new needs and grasping at new potentials in the face of the challenges of
an urban culture.

focused on the ground right in front ol you, the suffering of another has no compelling reality; it makes

no reflective hold on you. But what is tragic from a
specifically Christian perspective is that, in the collective collapse of reflection, the hearts of men and
women can no longer contain the desires, aspirations, passions, even the questions, to which the
Christian gospel is addressed. Jesus said, "Blessed
are those who hunger and thirst after righteousness."
But we seem to have become a society of people for
whom that word "righteousness" evokes not even
the lightest of passions.
I do not believe that people of previous generations
went about in constant reflection on the deeper

The Tyranny of Thoughtl€ssness

matters of existence. Perhaps it has always been true

begin with a point which is so very basic that I
fear I cannot give it the urgency it deserves: the
Christian congregation must be a place for the renewal of reflection. By reflection I mean simply the
reverent consideration of life, the passion to see life
in its wholeness, its wonder and mystery under God.
I mean the nourishment of the reverent intelligence,
the conscious cultivation of that particularly human
capacity which the Bible calls the heart.
Secularization happens inside us as well as all
around us. We are pointing here to the secularization
of consciousness on a mass level. This may be described as a virtual shrinking of the vision of reality
in the minds of men and women around us, and in
our own minds as well. Words themselves become
small: "life" comes to be defined as mere existence;
"happiness" comes to mean mere satisfaction. The
intelligence and imagination are rivited to the earth.
Kierkegaard, some hundred years ago, discerned a
growing thoughtlessness and clearly understood that
such a diminishing of mind would make of a person
something less than human.
As everywhere ingenuity and business increase,
there come to be in every generation more and

that most minds have been dominated by the trivial.
But have we seriously pondered the presence in our
society of millions who belong to no religious institution, join in no religious rites, and claim no strong religious belief? That is something absolutely new in
the history of civilizations.' Spiritually, our culture is
coming to be defined by its negative content. If we
are not on the whole Christian, it is not because we

I

more men who toilsomely labor throughout
their whole life far down in the deep subterranean regions; aye, like miners, who never see
the light of day, so these unfortunates never
come to see the light; those elevating, simple,
primary thoughts about how glorious it is to be
human.'
Thoughtlessness and failure of imagination are not
usually included in the list of cardinal sins. But I wish
I could paint a vivid picture of a whole generation in

are positively pagan. We are simply nothing at all.

We have no space for a long analysis as to how
such a spiritual vacuum has come about. However,
we need to at least glimpse some of the forces which
have brought us to this point. For it is essential to recognize that thoughtlessness is being cultivated almost systematically. Mindlessness has become a determining structure all about us.
Advertising. We may begin with the obvious, Lhe
edifice of advertising around us. More is s¡rent on
that edifice in the United States in a given year than is
spent on all educational institutions and all religious
institutions combined! It is hardly an oversimplification to nam.e as the sole object of this advertising

the focus of our imaginations upon the banal and
immediate, the shallow world of satisfaction-dissatisfaction, It is the creation and inflation of insatiable
needs. In the bluntest terms, advertising as practiced
is the artful cultivation of what Christianity has
always called greed and covetousness.

Advertising is, of course, only one of the grosser
of an incredibly diffuse presence of the mass
media in our lives. A mere seventy years ago, almost
every word a person heard was uttered by a human
face from not more than a few feet away. Today,
words form an over-arching, almost mystical presides

which "those elevating, simple, primary thoughts"
are forgotten more and more. For our quality of life

sence around us.

is deeply altered.

reviewed much of the "popular
media" to discern some of its effects especially on
working class families in England. The media, he believes, trivializes the familiar and elevated concepts
by which we normally evaluate life: "progress is con-

To take one example, if we are every day becoming
a less compassionate society, it surely has to do with
the inability to participate imaginatively in another's

suffering. For when the mind and imagination are

Some years ago, Richard Hoggart, in his book

Uses

llre

of Literscy,
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ceive(l as a seeking material possessions, equality as a
moral leveling and freedom as a ground fol irresponsible pleasure." Moreover, through the creation ol'a
vicarious, spectators' world, there comes a gradual
drying up of a genuine response to real life. There

disappears from

life "the

sense

of tensìon in living

and with it any real taste for its challenges."'
Techniques. Less obvious in the collective collapse
ol reflection is the elfect of an increasingly technical

environment on our thought and imagination. By a
lecl"rnical environment I mean simply that our lives
are given over in large part to the use of techniques,
most of which we do not understand, but which we
must nevertheless employ to get what we want. I will
not for a moment argue that technical proglcss is
somelrow inherently evil. I am happy to vaccinate

my children and to turn the knob tcl produce my
cooking heat. Yet progress among a sinful race is
inevitably ambiguous, and it is worth trying lo
discern why.

It is sobering to contemplate how thoroughly our
lives are given over to procedures someone has devised to allow us to efficiently get what we want when
we want it. Can we be so innocent (or so obtuse) as to
suspect that such a way of life, entirely different
from the way previous societies have lived, will not

have far-reaching effects on us spiritually? We
should be put immediately on our guard when we remember that technique is essentially a way of achieving and maintaining power over our surroundings.
And power (control and manipulation) in the New
Testament is always linked to temptation. Clearly, one
of the temptations inherent in technique is the illusion
of self-autonomy. If one can seemingly always work
the world at will, what becomes of that creaturely
sense of limitation so vital to the worship of God?
The most frightful effect of the rule of technique is
that the one whose life is given over to techniques
may come to regard life itself as a technique, And so
he becomes impatient and suspicious of those needs
and experiences which are not subject to manipulation and control. That is, he becomes impatient with
all that is mysterious or wonderful, with whatever
cannot be imnlediately grasped. Yet all that is finally
wortlry of our attention, all that has to do with the dimension of mortality and spirituality, is characteriz-ed by mystery and wonder.o

There is indeed a great deal of impatience with
mystery in our churches. One hears Christians speak
about prayer as if it were some sort of ultimate
technique for securing what one cannot obtain with
the lesser techniques. Certainly without a sense of
mystery one is entirely unable to comprehend the
character and power of evil. ln a world governed by
technique, evil is sirnply a flaw which can be repaired
with greater knowledge and the more perfect applicat6

tion of procedure. There is no remembrance of

a

darkness in the healt, beyond all explanal.iorr, which
exults in destrucf ion.

Quite simply, a mind without a sense of mystery is
a mind with no room for reflection and wisdom. It

will be simply assumed that whatever can be ought to
be controlled. The question of the justice or the wisdom of it will not be tolerated. In the world of technique, one is never challenged to be a thoughtful,
o'The place
of Christian reflection ís to elucidøte and artículate a vision which hss the

power and the beauty to lift the mind and
imøgination above the oppressive 'everydayishness' o.f the seculør

world."

imaginative human being; it is quite enough simply
to functiou as an intelligent control center.
Finally, a life without a sense of its own mystery is
sub-human and becomes intolerable. With our techniques we may achieve a kind of generalized comfort,
but such comfort is empty of meaning. Life is no
longer able to be received as a wondrous gift; it is
endured as an accident or even as a dirty joke. Why
else are men and women in comfortable neighborhood after neighborhood engaging in ugly regergitation of life-brutalizing their children, aborting their
babies, destroying their relationships, rejecting all
commitment which alone can bestow meaning to
their days?
The Cognitive Effects of Greed
Someone once made the comment about contem-

porary English and American education, that it
operated with a conception of reality not unlike that
held by a slightly drowsy, middle-aged businessman
right after lunch. That is something like what I am
pointing to in the shrunken secular mind. But what is
it which gives rise to the willingr?e.ró' to surrender ourselves to mindlessness? Such willingness is closely
connected to what the Bible calls greed, envy, and
coveteousness.

We all recognize these states of mind as evil. But
the particular concern here is what Peter Berger has
called the cognitive effects of greed, thât part which
greed plays in the way one perceives the world. E.F.
Schumacher, the late British economist and philosopher, wrote with clarity and frankness about the absence of wisdom in the economic life of the West. He
wrote that "the cultivation and expansion of needs is
the antithesis of wisdom." And about greed specifically he wrote:

If human vices such as greed and envy are systematically cr-rltivated, the inevitible result is
nothing less tlran a collapse o.f inlelligence. A
man driven by greed or envy looses the power
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of seeing things as they really are, of seeing
things in their roundness and wholeness, and
his very

successes become

failures.

lf

whole

societies become infected by these vices, they
may indeed achieve astonishing things but they
become increasingly incapable of solving the

most elementary problems of everyday
existence.5

That greed is indeed "systematically cultivated" in
our way of life hardly needs demonstration. And an
in-depth analysis of the effects of greed in the common Iife would be useful, if depressing. For now, it is
enough to point to the double-edged truth: if we are
to restore reflection to its place in the ordering of our
lives, then we must rise above greed; and if we are to
rise above greed, we must find the strength for critical reflection about our experience.
Vic Hunter has in a previous article spoken of the
relevance of the New Testament themes of the
principalities and powers to the understanding of our
urban environment. The New Testament writers, in
their profound analysis of evil, knew that evil is not
always a simple indiviciual matter, that not every evil
is simply someone's "fault." There are structures of
evil which take on an omnipresence, which, in a given
time and place, achieve a momentum of their own
and which enslave human beings body and soul. In
light of this understanding of evil, we are able to
recognize the structure of thoughtlessness
- in its
direct hostility to the knowledge and love of God
as among these present principalities and powers.
Where is the Life we have lost in living?
Where is the wisdom we have lost in knowledge?
Where is the knowledge we have lost in information?
Endless invention, endless experiment,
Brings knowledge of motion, but not of stillness;
Knowledge of Speech, but not of Silence,
Knowledge of words, and ignorance of the Word.6

a "cognitive minority." Our Christian
knowledge has come to be a deviant knowledge, a
knowledge not socially shared. And such knowledge

gists call

is imperilled, not only in its confrontation with the
"outside," but, more importantly, within our own

heads and hearts. The status of the cognitive
minority is invariably one of tension and challenge.
But it must be insisted upon that the Christian minority must forego all attempts to maintain itself by
its own propaganda to counter the propaganda of

"The renewal of reflectíon demønds a deepening of the teachìng and preachíng mínistry
ín our common life. Síngíng the Lord's song
demønds that we know the words as well os
the music."
force opinion and loyality by short-cut, over-simplified, and false but useful versions of "truth"-ç¿¡
only disillusion and destroy faith in the long run.
What we must seek in our common life is the exorcism of the very spirit of propaganda with the
passion and reverence for truth.
For the Christian congregation, the first focus for
reflection is always the Bible. But it will not do
simply to read in search of the right religious "information." What we seek is a vision of life and of God
which is whole, which can contain the wide range of
life's ambiguities, and which can sustain us in the
concrete dilemmas we face. What does it mean to live
according to the model of death and resurrection?
How may we serve love rather than seek power?
What are the economic and ethical imperatives facing
us in the present moment? What judgment does the

Christain vision pass on the going orthodoxies and
myths of our society?
The place of Christian reflection is to elucidate and

articulate a vision which has the power and the
beauty to

A Hearth of Reflection
In a world of shrunken realities, largeness of mind
becomes a Christian virtue. It must be a mark of the
church's identity to demonstrate her freedom from

the tyranny of thoughtlessness. Christian communities, however small, must find the resources to
keep the fires of reflection burning.
In one sense, this is a defensive need, so that faith

can survive in our own hearts and the hearts of our
children. When the Jewish people found themselves
in Babylon and were called upon to sing the Lord's
song in the strange land, their response was the
formation of the synagogue
of learning,
- a place
reflection, study, and discernment
in the light of
faith and worship. Similarly, the congregation must
recognize its place in maintaining what the sociolo-

lift

the mind and imagination above the op-

pressive "everydayishness" of the secular world.
Such a lifting of the mind is not the creation of
faith, for only God, finally, can grant faith. Yet reflection can help to maintain that zone of freedom in
the heart into which God may move.
The renewal of reflection demands a deepening of
the teaching and preaching ministry in our common

life. There is a sense in which the urban church may
have to cast off institutionalism, to be less structured, less dominated by the "professional" ministry. But the place of the teacher is absolutely crucial
to the cognitive minority. We are greatly dependent
on the men and women who are called to the life's
task of clarifying minds as weli as warming hearts.
Singing the Lord's song demands that we know the
words as well as the music.
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as a

company of intellectuals. We are not concerned with
"intellcct" as measured by "I.Q." exarninal-ions.
llut there is an enlarging ol vision which is consummate with Christian faith, rvhich is open to the mystery of life ancl therefore ready to learn. Such a
quality of heart one ought to be able to learn among
the followers of the one who said, "the truth shall
make you free. "
We said this need for reflection is in part defensive;
it is certainly more than that. F-or in a world empty of
leflection, one of the most pr-ecious gifts the church
can offer the world is a clear sight and a pondering
healt. This is not all. Sophia is not plslrs,' wisdom is

not faith. Ilut faith

assumes

the inquiring heart.

Where no truth is reverenced, how will the Truth be
discerned? We lecall the familiar call to attention

which Jesus prefixes to his sayings: "Behold!"
"Truly, Truly," "He who has ears to hear . . . ."

Against that call we may neasure the tragedy ol lìle
in a sea of men and women whose eyes are rivited to
the earth, whose ears are numb with noise, and in

whom that word

"truly"

arouses

no

excitement

whatsoever.
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REFLECTIONS ON OUR PLEA:
The Bible Behind the B¡ble?
"When we undertake to re-examine our presuppositions, we have not departed
from the ideals of the føthers, but røther stand squ&rely in the center of our
heritage."
Editor's Note: This is the second ín q sequence of
articles on the restoration ideol, begun by the editor
in the January, I98l rssae o/Mission Journal, qnd to
be conÍinued nexl monlh.

FROMTHEEDITOR

rp o ask whether our restorationist perspectives can people of paradox. The paradox lies in the fact that
I absorb social and ethical concerns in a as individuals, we often are deeply involved in
fundamental way requires that we reflect seriously
and soberly on the meaning of the gospel, the
meaning of the restoration ideal, and our own
identity

as a church.

Last month I suggested that Churches of Christ are
of both transition and paradox.

a people

We are a people of transition in that we have
evolved both rapidly and dranratically from our
rural, lower class origins to an increasingly urban and
middle class status.
But as last month's article suggested, we also are a
t8

today's world, concerned for both its wealth and its
power. But as a church, we hold tenaciously to a
theology which implicitly proclaims that the visible
world around us is of no serious consequence.
Put another way, our theology enables us to
immerse ourselves in the world for our own sake, but
it militates against our immersing ourselves in the
world for the sake of the world, itself.
Consequently, when we search out those elernents
which we regard as absolutely essential for a church

to be a true and faithful body of Christ, we continue
to do so in terms of biblical .forms and structures that

!.,!.!!tualìY, test

transcend social circumstances and bear no particular

relation to the concrete social and cultural milieu in
which we live.

This does not mean, of course, that our emphasis
on biblical forms and structures is either misguided
or unproductive. But it may mean that our emphasis
has been both inadequate and incomplete.

Thus, it becomes imperative that we examine
candidly and thoughtfully our f undamental
presupposition

-

the restoration ideal.

Perils Along the Way
f

The fact that the restoration theme is
undamental presupposition cannot

our
be

overemphasized. We are not unique in our belief in
God; other Christian communities trust God as well.
Nor are we unique in our affirmation of Christ, the
Spirit, scripture, or the church. Rather, what distinguishes us is our insistence upon the restoration of
the primitive church. This is the filtering element

through which

all other Christian

doctrines are

filtered into our understanding. It is the glasses or the
spectacles we wear and through which we inevitably
peer when we approach holy scripture. The fact is,
the restoration ideal is the cornerstone of our
separate existence, our very raison'd'être.
For this reason, any effort to assess the restoration
ideal is fraught with perils. When we ask about the
restoration ideal, we have come too close to home.
For some, it is an area far too sensitive for extensive
scrutiny and examination.
On the one hand, there are many in the church who

have virtually identified the restoration ideal with
scripture itself. For them, questioning the restoration
ideal is tantamount to questioning God and his word.

For this reason, hermeneutical questions are out of
bounds unless those questions are both raised and
answered within the traditional inl.erpretive
categories. In this case, the restorationist perspective
has become a closed system, airtight and impervious
to questions.
One is reminded of Daniel Hofmann, a professor
of theology at the University of Helmstedt in the late
sixteenth century. In a period when many Protestants

virtually identified biblical truths with Aristotelian
methods, Hofmann questioned those methods and
urged a simpler, more practical approach to
scripture. For questioning the prevalent interpretive
methods, he was rebuked by both his colleagues and
his prince and eventually fired from his professorial
position.
On the other hand, there are many in the church
who have been convinced, from experience and
observation, that the restorationist perspectivc is inevitably a closed and airtight system in which no
questions are permitted. For this reason they have

repudiated the perspective altogether. For many of
these people, a serious discussion of the restoration
theme is an unfortunate waste of time because, they
are convinced, the theme itself is shot through with
arrogance and presumption and therefore is fatally
flawed. Feeling themselves estranged from the basic
ideal of the church, but at the same time remaining in

"Let ít be søid loudly and clearly thøt the
restoration ideøL, in its most bøsic form, is

inherently legitimate and worthwhile. For
after øll, the prìncipal tüsk of thß ideal is
simply to poínt us to the origins of our J'aith

Christ, the apostles, the early church, and

scripture."

the church, many of these people have been rendered
essentially impotent: they no longer can contribute to
the Christian faith through the structures of the
church to which they belong.

Like it or not, the really tragic aspect of

contemporary Churches of Christ is that there seems
to be very little middle ground between these two

positions, Thus, one finds on both ends of the
spectrum
though for very different reasons
a
reluctance-to question, examine, think through, -and
reassess the basic presuppositions of the movement.
This state of affairs is ironic, to say the least, since
the legitimacy of re-examining our beliefs and
presuppositions was implicit in the Restoration
Movement from the very beginning. The restoration
ideal was originally intended to be a tool by which
further truth could be discovered, not a device by
which a theological system could be erected and then
sealed off from all further scrutiny.
Consequently, when we undertake to re-examine
our presuppositions, we have not departed from the
ideals of the fathers, but rather stand squarely in the
center of our heritage.

When we turn

to this re-examination,

several

points need to be made.
Legitimacy of the Plea
First, Iet it be said loudly and clearly that the restoration ideal, in its most basic form, is inherently
legitimate and worthwhile. For after all, the principal
task of this ideal is simply to point us to the origins of
our faith
- to Christ, the apostles, the early church,
and scripture.
'lhere is a sense in which tlie identity and integrity
of any religion * Christianity, Buddhism, Islam, or
any other tradition
- is rooted in its origins.
Development might occur within any religion, to be
sure, but that development must take place within the
context of the central thrust of the original tradition.
t9

moves in directiot-ts
utterly foreign to the religion's beginnings, then we
may rightly ask whethel the earliest and the later
forms are really one and the same religio¡r. For
example, if Christianity evolved into an ethical
humanism totally estranged from an emphasis on the
Christ, then it is clear that this later development,
whatever else it may be, is not Christianity.
All of this is to say that every religion has its
essence, and that essence usually is laid out in the

Il a religion's development

"The great risk in restoration theology is the
ever present temptation to elevate the
restot'ütion ideal from its ríghtful position as
serv&nt to aposition oJ'master and lord."

predetcrmined answers, but also to predetermined
questions. Meanings in the text that are not germane
to those predetcrmined questions and answers are
seldom perceived and even less frequently hceded.
In this case, the restoration ideal becomes a
usurper. It robs the authority that belongs to God
alone, and vests that authority not even in scripture

but in the interpretive device, itself. To pervert a
phrase from Francis Bacon, the restoration ideal
fosters thereby an "idolatry of the mind."
ln a real sense, the restoration ideal then becomes
"the bible behind the Bible." Scripture is an open
book only insofar as the restolationist premises allow
it to be opened, and it is closed where the

restorationist premises determine that

it

should

be

closed. The restoration ideal has now ceased to be a

first age. What that essence may be is, of course,
debatable. But the restoration theme, at its best, is
simply a device which points us toward an essence of
the faith which was given, in the case of Christianity,

tool which illumines the content of scripture, but

hermeneutical tool.

itself. To an extent, this is inevitable, given

in the beginnings. Clearly, in this sense, the
restoration ideal is a valid and legitimate

But this hermeneutical tool remains legitirnate only
so long as it rernains open to whstever truth may
emerge from the period of beginnings. John
Robinson, minister of the Leyden Pilgrims who
settled Plyrnouth in 1620, was a dedicated restorationist, but he also remained convinced that "the
Lord has more truth and light yet to break forth out
of His holy word." It is clear that for Robinson,
scripture was primary and the object of reflecting
was

secondary and merely a tool by which reflection and
searching was to be carried out.

The great risk in restoration theology, however,

is

the ever present temptation to elevate the restoration

ideal from its rightfLrl position as servant to a
position of master and lord. Put another way, all too
frequently the restoration ideal ceases to be a
hermeneutical tool, serving the text, and becomes
rather a master over the text. Tliis happens rvhen the
restorationist already knows in advance what it is
that should tre restored.
In this case, the restoration ideal no longer leads to

further truth. Rather, it imposes rigid limits on the
of truth. Certain portions of scripture are
seaied off, lor all intents and purposes, because it has
been determined in advance that they do not contain
that "essence" of the laith which the reader prizes.
And those portions of scripture that are read ancl
studied have also become "closed books" in a
fundamental sense. That is, they are read and studied
for the legitimacy they câìì give not only to
cliscovery

20

Very often when this occurs, the content of the
restoration ideal, ironically, is drawn far more lrom
cultural or personal considerations, now imposed on
scripture, than from anything central to scripture
tl-re

finitude, the shortsightedness, and the Iimitations of

The Bible Behind the Bible

and searching, and the restoration ideal

instead has taken upon itself a content of its own.

humankind. In point of fact, the content of the
restoration ideal, when it has appeared in Christian
history, has varied widely from culture to culture,
from age to age, and even from individual to individual.
This pattern of restoration diversity is particularly
apparent in the sixteenth century, the period of the
Protestant Reformation. Certainly, the restoration
therne, formulated in one way or another, was
central to all Protestants of that age: Luther, Calvin,
Zwingli, the Anabaptists, the Anglicans, and Ihe
Puritans. But these Protestants were by no means
agreed on either the meaning or the task <¡l the
restoration ideal. lt was common-place for most of
these Protestants to infuse the ideal with a
predetermined set of questions and answers which they
then imposed upon the scripture and then, not
unexpectedly, to discover there precisely what they
had hoÞed to find.
In general, three variants on the restoration ideal
emel

ge from the Protestant Reformation:

a

restoration of grace (Luther), a restoration of ethics
(the Anabaptists), and a restoration of ecclesiastical
forms and structures (the Puritans). One might guess
from the outset that we are in the lineage of the
latter. At any rate, it will be worth looking at each of
these movements in future issues of Mission Journal,
At the very least, we will discover various ways of

conceiving the restoration ideal" Ancl al the very
most, we might discover ways of making our own
theological task more comprehensive and rneaningful
Á4ffi.
for the age irr which we live.
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By Bobbie Lee Holley

RT orman Cousins, writing on books, said:

I\A book exercises yet

replenishes the mind; it
shatters the loneliness one feels in the group,
yet it provides a splendid mutuality in isolation;
it confronts the physical limitations of life yet
seeks to transcend them; it helps a man to

comprehend the need for stillness.
In this yearly update, I can mention only a few of
the many books published in recent months
a
selection of those that seem to be the rnost helpful- for
study, that promise significant contributions from
the works of scholars and theologians, that speak to
our ongoing struggles to understand what it is we are
about, to know Jesus better, to live in this not-thebest of all worlds. To suggest new books in such a
general way when readers are particular persons with
particular needs and interests does not always result

in pleasing pairings.
Why not try browsing through some bookstores or
libraries? What a delightful morning or afternoon
can be spent holding books, reading introducfions,

thumbing through at random, stopping here and
there to read a bit and reflect. John Meagher in an
artielc titled "In Praise of Browsing" (The. New
Review of Books and Religion, April, 1980), suggests
some of the joys of browsing:
The delightful thing about browsing is that it's
free play, the dancing of the mind. But the sly
seeret about it . , " is that the successful browser
gets unanticipated and unanticipatable rewards

right in the center of his or her
preoccupations.

major

I have found many a tt'easure in this way-and often
in secondhand book stores.
Nonetheless, many of our readers look forward to
this column each year and do follow our recommendations. A few even plan their year's reading and
study from these notes. We hope that this year's
suggestions will be helpful for many of you,
Bibles

Those who have found the Bible coming alive
again in the modern language of The Living Bible

will welcome the Lindsell Study Bible (Tyndale) based
on that version. There are introductions to each
book; and the text, printecl in a single column
format, is itself outlined. Margins are wide enough
for making notes; and there are numerous cross
references and footnotes, an extensive concordance,
and maps. Prices of varions editions range from
$19.95 to $29.95.

The Vineyard Bible (Seabury), edited by Avery
Brooke, includes the "central narrative" or "l'ìeart"
of the Old and New Testaments. One reviewer calls it
" a clear introduction to the Bible itself . ''
Inspiration

Several noteworthy biographies have been
published recently. Two are on Mother Teresa,
winner of the Nobel Peace Prize: Mother Teresq: Her
Work snd Her People (Harper & Row, $9.95, paper),
a combination of photographs and narrative; and
Teress of Calcutta : A Pictorial Biography (McGrawHill, $9.95, paper) by Robert Serrou with a foreword
by Malcolm Muggerielge. About Muggeridge
2t
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himself, there is Malcolm Muggeridge: A Lift by Ian
Hunger (Nelson, $13.95), which traces his journey
into Christian belief . Nancy Hardesty's Great
Women of Faith (Baker) "documents the lives and

activities of women from the ancient, medieval,
Reformation, and early American churches" who
through their devotion were led to leadership roles in
the church.

Abingdon's Journeys in Faith series, edited by
Robert Raines, is a collection of autobiographical
reflections by various authors on their journeys
through the 60's and 70's. Their hope is to provide
insights for the "journey in faith" through the 80's.
Two new volumes are Hope Is An Open Door by
Sister Mary Luke Tobin, and By l4tay of Responseby
Martin Marty. Two previous titles are Speech,
Silence, Action! The Cycle of Faith by Virginia

Mollenkott and Creqtive Dislocation-The

Movemenl of Grace by Robert McAfee Brown. Each
book sells for $7.95.
An intriguing title is Prayerways for Those Who

Feel Discouraged or Distraught, Frightened or
Frustrated, Angry or Anxious, Powerless or
Purposeless, Over-Extended

or

Under-Appreciated,

Burned Out or Jusî Ploin lVorn Out by Louis S.
Savary and Patricia H. Berne (Harper & Row,
$8.95). Those who have read the gentle, tender, and
whimsical thoughts of Bob Benson will want his
reflections on John's Gospel: The Strongest Walls
Hsve Open Doors (Impact Books, $3.95,
paperback).

For help \/ith Christian spirituality is Soul Friend
by Kenneth Leech (Harper & Row, $8.95). Originally
published in Great Britain, the American edition is
more relevant to the religious situation in this
country. One reviewer describes it this way: "The

book is best classified as a survey of spirituality,
stressing the need for and the techniques of spiritual
direction . . . an indispensable aid to anyone wishing
to explore the subject, since it puts into perspective
the material needed for further reading" (Bonnell

of Books and Religion,
1980, p. 5). For help in the practice of
Christian acceptance is The Art of Getting Along
Spencer, The New Review

April,

with People by Cecil G. Osborne (Zondervan, $7.95).

It has useful guidelines for

dealing with
confrontations with children, neurotics, and
generally difficult people.

From two favorite writers are The Teocher by
Elton Trueblood (Broadman, $6.95), a group of
essays on current topics; and lüalking on Water by
Madeleine L'Engle (Howard Shaw, $7.95). In the
lovely style of A Circle of Quiet she talks about "life,

faith, and the creative process."
A promising new resource library for help with
coping with personal problems is called Christian
22

Care Books, edited by Wayne E. Oates and published

by Westminster. Howard Clinebell says of them:
"they give practical, down-to-earth guidance for
people going through the deep water of difficult life
crisis; the particular crises on which the series focuses
have not been explored adequately in the pastoral
care literature." Among the titles are When Your

Parents Divorce by William Arnold, When the
Mental Patient Comes Home by George Bennett,
Coping with Physical Disability by Jan CoxGedmark, Coping with Difficult People by Paul F
Schmidt, and Parents of the Homosexual by David
K. Switzer and Shirley A. Switzer. Each paperback
volume sells for $5.95.
Marriage and Family

ln Long-Term Morriage (Word, $8.95) Floyd and
Harriet Thatcher discuss "what makes or breaks a
life long partnership." In The Jewish Woy in Love
ond Marriage (Harper & Row, $12.95) Maurice
Lamm, using the Old Testament as the basis for some
thoughtful insights, "offers strict guidelines to love
and marriage."
Using the common sense approach, Mary
Margaret Kern's Be a Better Pørent (Westminster,
$6.95) draws upon her own motherhood experience.
She explores how "parents build attitudes, need
understanding, worship, and seek wisdom." In The
Nurturing Family: Back to Basics Porenting
(Celestial Arts, $7.95, paper) Gary Crow also talks
about the value of common sense and omits the
jargon of pop psychology. Revell has published a
series of booklets designed to help parents in their
home training. There is a four-fold purpose: "to
present materials committed to the authority of the
Bible, to organize the materials according to
academic quality, to center them in the authority of
the family, and to develop Christian character traits
and moral values." Chøracter Builders stress such
characteristics as obedience, faith, loyalty, and selfcontrol; they are geared to children on all levels up to
adolescence. Each sells for $1.35.
Children's Books

Children's books these days deal more with the
realities of life than did those of other eras. They are
very straightforward in their approach to topics that
were once not discussed-and especially not in
children's books. Some of those speaking effectively

to

specific problems through fiction are Tough

Choices (choosing between parents) by Mendonca
(Dell, $.95); Twelve Is too Old (the fear of growing
up and facing new situations) by Peggy Mann
(Doubleday, $7.95); The Blessing Deer (racial
prejudice) by Lois Henderson (Cook, $2.50); Brin|
to a Boil and Separate (divorce) by Hadley Irwin

HaURL/ARY, r98!

(Atheneum, $7.95); Cora Ravenwireg (gossip and

religion.

prejudice) by Gina Wilson (Atheneum, $7.95).
Both adults and children who have been moved by
Gerald McDermott's beautiful art and the retelling of

Several outstanding volumes have been released in
the pasL few months. Although the cost may label it
only for libraries rather than private collections, Tfte
Encyclopedia of American Religions (2 vols., Con-

folklore and universal myths will want Sun Flighl
(Four Winds, $9.95) for shelves of very special
books. Highly recommended is Jean Lowery Nixon's
Before You llere Born (Our Sunday Visitor, $2.50,
paper): "One stands in awe at the miracle of creation
and growth, as expressed in color and form." Another
of the "special" ones is the gentle story "about the
bonds of love and devotion" between a grandmother

and granddaughter: Grandntarna's Joy by Eloise
Greenfield (Collins, $8.95). Two others to be enjoyed
are Country of the Broken Slone by Nancy Bond
(Atheneum, $10.95), a Newberry Honor winner, and
A Gathering of Days: A New England Girl's Journql,
1830-1832 (Scribner's), the 1980 Newberry Medal
winner.

A series of "value tales" suitable for children ages
5-l I has been widely acclaimed by children
themselves, parents, librarians, and educators. These
books "combine the best of entertainment and social
values." Each sells for $6.95. New ones include 1'lze
Value of Fanlosy: The Slory of Hans Christiqn
Anderson; The Value of Foresight: The Story of
Thomes Jefferson; The Value of Helping: The Story
of Harriel Tubmon; The Value of Friendship: The
Story rsf Jone Adams; The Value oJ' Dedication:
The Story of Albert Schwei[zer; The Value of
Adventure: The Story of Sacajøwea.
Girls approaching the teen years (and boys, too, for
that matter) will appreciate Period by Bonnie Lopez,

an educator, and Joann Gardner-Loulan,

a

psychologist. These women, being concerned that
most literature about menstruation is oppressive and
negative and that most girls are frightened by terms
they don't understand, treat this common experience
as a matter of health rather than sex. "They explain
in simple terms why ø// girls-of various races and
even some with physical handicaps-are normal at

the same time that everyone is special," It is
reassuring and informative. There are no
objectionable illustrations nor any discussion of
ferninist approaches to menstruation-just simple,

straightforward information, sensitively presonted.
[teligious Studies*Background Informaf ion
There are numerous books published each year that

do not deal directly with the biblical

record,

or Christian life; but they are valuable
they provide information that enhances

theology,

because
study, general information about the leligious world,

interesting sidelights, historical backgrounds, ancl
resources for better understanding contemporary

sortium, $135.00), edited by J. Gordon Melton,
is a "comprehensive survey of religious sects and
denominations in the United States." Voted one of
the outstanding reference works of 1980, it is the first
"to bring together detailed information on all
American religions, from major institutional
churches to lesser known cults." lt includes such
groups as the Hassidic Jews, psychics, witches,
"flying saucer" churches, coürmunes, new "Jesuspeople" churches, and the Holy Ghost Repair
Service, Inc. Time called this work, including more
than I ,200 entries, "an unbelievable compendium. "
Though information was gathered by means of the
popular "polling" approach rather than the
scholarly, The Search for America's Føith by Ceorge
Gallup, Jr. and David Poling (Abingdon, $8.95)
paints "a vivid portrait of modern America's
countenance." It may even have some surprises, e.g.,
"unchurched Americans are surprisingly traditional

in their views of religion." This joint work of

an

expert pollster and a Presbyterian minister is more
than just facts and figures; it provides insight into
emerging religious trends.

The Yearbook of Anterican and Canadian
Churches, 1980, edited by Constant Jacquet, Jr.

(Abingdon, $12.95, paper), also

presents

information about the current religious scene. In its
65th year of publication, this volume is divided into
four parts: calendar of religious observances;
directory of national cooperative organizations,
religious bodies, seminars, international agencies;
statistical-historical i¡rformation; and an index.
American Hymns-Old and New by Albert ChristJaner, Charles W. Hughes, and Carleton Sprague
Smith (2 vols., Columbia University Press, $55.00) is
another monumental achievement. The first volume
is a "historical singing book" of over 600 hymns.
There are the familial and loved ("'farry With Me, O
My Savior"), those forgotten through the changes of
time (an old Shaker song, " 'Tis the Gift To Be
Simple"), and some especially commisssioned for
this work ("O Cod of Stars and Distant Space").
The second volume contains notes on the hymns and
the biographies of authors and composers. Those
whose interest is in church music will be pleased with
this tribute to our religious heritage. Another in the
rnusic field^*less ambitious and scholarly but more
devotional in nature-is Slorles of our Fqvorite
Hymns, compiled by Christopher ldle (Eerdman's,
$

lo.9s).
(Continued on back cover)
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Two books about Jerusalem should be helpful to both the student and to the traveler.
Jerusalem, City of Jesus (Eerdmans, $29.95), by Richard M. Mackowski with photographs
by Garo Nalbandian, is "a profusely illustrated, meticulously researched tour of the Holy

City as it was 2,000 years ago. There are over 150 photographs and updates

on

archaeological and historical discoveries. Jerusalem (Christian Herald, $12.95) takes one
into every corner of today's city. Those interested in knowing more about Jewish faith and
practice will find help in Io Pray as a Jew: A Guide to the Prayer Book and the Synagogue
Serviceby Rabbi Hayim Halevy (Basic Book, $15).
Theology and Biblical Studies
Several new theological works will be worth the reading: Reosonable Belief: An Outline
of the Christian Faith by Anthony T. Hanson and Richard C. Hanson (Oxford University
Press, $24.95) commends the central truths of Christianity to 20th century men and
women. In view of the ongoing controversy surrounding the scholarship of Catholic
scholars Hans Küng and Edward Schillebeeckx, the dialogue with Küng and Schillebeeckx
with responses by various theologians should provide rich insights into their thinking, the
nature of the controversy, and their significance in the contemporary religious milieu.
Consensus in Theology? is from Westminster (paper back, $4.95; hard cover, $1 1.95).
Two studies are more narrowly focused on specific concepts of faith.James D. C. Dunn
explores the beginnings of the central belief of Christians in Christology in the Making: A
New Teslament Inquiry into lhe Origins of the Doctrine of lhe Incarnotlor¡ (Westminster,
$17.50). Couching an eternal question in contemporary terms, Küng concludes, in Does
God Exist? An Answer for Today (translaled by Edward Quinn, Doubleday, $17.50), not
only that "God does exist but also that such belief is worthy of a modern people.' '
A biblical study of note is Acts and the History of Earliest Christianity by Martin Hengel
(Fortress, $8.95\. lVomen of Spirit by Rosemary Reuther and Eleanor McLaughlin (Simon
and Schuster, $l l 95) analyzes female leadership in Jewish and Christian traditions.
Tools for Study
The classic and much-used (since 1894) Slrong's Exhaustive Concordance

,:li

of the Bible

has been revised (Abingdon, $19.95; thumb-indexed, $24'95). Among the chief new
features is the "key-word comparison" that compares selected words and phrases in the
King James Version with those in a variety of more modern translations. There is also a
new popular edition of this work (Nelson, $9.95) which eliminates minor items and
condenses the other material. The New International Diclionary of New Teslament
Theology (3 vols., Zondervan, $90) provides discussions of major theological terms.
Knowledge of Hebrew and Creek are not necessary for an effective use of this tool. Having
been ten years in the making. The New American Standard Exhaustive Concordance of the
Bible (A.J . Holman, $34.95) features Hebrew and Greek dictionaries.
Twelve volumes are planned in Zondervan's The Expositor's Bible Co¡nmentary. The
NIV text is used and the most recent scholarship drawn upon. Available now are Volume l,
containing the introductory articles to the Old and New Testaments ($19.95); Volume 9,
Gospel of John and Book of Acts ($16.95); Volume 10, Romans through Galatians
($16.95); and Volume I l, Ephesians through Philemon ($16.95).
These books are suggested with the prayer that in your reading, study, reflection, and
meditation, you may be wonderfully blessed with replenishment, comprehension, stillness,
and transcendence.
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